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Non-resistive circulation to elevated 
containers 

Background of the Invention 
 

Technical Field 5 

 

The invention relates to circulation of fluids to an elevated container in general and 

more specifically a system and a method for circulation of fluids in a non-resistive 

manner to an elevated container with at least one fluid source container, at least one 

closed container for circulation, at least one elevated fluid container, at least one 10 

circulation mechanism for the purpose of circulation, and at least one start-stop 

mechanism for the purpose of circulation control. 

 

Background Art 

From prior art one should refer to traditional circulation using pumps where they 15 

transport fluid from a source container to another container, where the fluid flows 

from the source into the end container in an additive manner, until the existing fluid in 

the end container is displaced by the source fluid. 

 

One group of methods are describing the source fluid as the sea, used to contain 20 

sea animals, and where the circulation is naturally occurring through permeable nets. 

This group may also take the form of sea-based containers with semi-permeable or 

non-permeable walls where circulation is maintained by some form of circulation 

mechanism. 

 25 

The most significant variation of the methods are elevated containers on land, 

where the circulating mechanism needs to use energy for transportation of fluid to 

elevated positions. This requires the circulation mechanism to obtain enough energy 

to overcome the hydrostatic pressure and fluid weight by moving the water to an 

elevated position. 30 
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These methods are referred to as normal fluid circulation methods, where the 

purpose is to replace fluid in a container.  

 

The main problems with fluid circulation to elevated position is: 

 5 

1. The fluid requires a circulation mechanism to obtain enough power to resist 

the hydrostatic pressure in a liquid and the liquid weight, when moving fluid to 

an elevated position 

2. The fluid circulation must be high. As an example, sea-life containers require 

high volumes of water due to sea-food content per cubic meter of water. 10 

Higher volumes will require more power or less resistance in the flow 

3. The fluid circulation needs high elevation. For fluid-containers with sea-

animals or vegetative growth in horizontal elevated planes, energy usage 

must be low and elevation must be high 

 15 
 

As an example, circulation of fluid to elevated positions in the sea food industry 

solves many issues, a direct consequence of the inefficient circulation: 

 

1. Transport of sea-animal feed by boat will not be necessary 20 

2. Contamination of the sea-floor due to excrements will be easier to 

handle in land-based containers 

3. Anaerobe conditions due to contaminants, excrements, and the 

number of sea-animals is easier to handle in contained and controlled 

environments 25 

4. Transportation of products by boat to markets will not be necessary, as 

containers of sea-animals may be land-based 

5. High energy usage for water purifying systems 

6. Sea-animal production and elevated vegetative growth in cities will be 

much more likely 30 
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Disclosure of the invention 

 

Problems solved by the invention 

 

The problems listed below are relating to all known methods of circulation of fluids at 5 

elevated heights. 

 

Hydrostatic pressure and fluid weight 

 

Elevation will normally create a downward flow if fluid is flowing naturally. Water 10 

flows naturally in streams from elevated dams into the sea, due to gravity. 

 

When creating an upward flow, the flow can be considered as a resistive flow where 

a force is used for the movement of the fluid by opposing the gravitational force. 

Water has a density of approximately one gram per cubic centimetre, and a force is 15 

used to move this water to any given elevation. The definition of the old horsepower 

unit, indicates that lifting one cubic meter one meter per second will demand much 

energy. Removing the resistive flow is vital for energy-efficiency, when moving water 

to an elevated position. 

 20 

This problem is solved by the current invention, with a non-resistive circulation 

device, where the circulation of water is neglecting the hydrostatic pressure and fluid 

weight. The basis of the invention for solving this problem is illustrated in Figure 1, 

and is specified as a circulation unit. 

 25 

Initially the system illustrated in Figure 1 is filled with fluid. All start-stop mechanisms 

13, and 14 are closed and circulation units 11 and 12 is stopped.  

In the example shown, the start-stop mechanisms 13 and 14 cannot be open at the 

same time. If valve 13 is opened and valve 14 is closed, the hydraulic system will be 

at rest without any flow from container 2 to the source container 1. Similarly, if valve 30 

14 is opened and valve 13 is closed, the hydraulic system will be at rest without any 

flow from container 2 to the elevated container 3. If both valves are open, the 

hydraulic system is not at rest and the fluid will flow from the elevated container 3 to 

the source container 1.  

 35 
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By applying circulation with the circulation device 11 it is possible to obtain a non-

resistive circulation from an open source-container 1, into a closed container 2 when 

the valve 13 is open and the valve 14 is closed.  

Similarly, the circulation device 12 is circulating water from the closed container 2 to 

the elevated container 3 in a non-resistive manner, when the valve 13 is closed and 5 

valve 14 is open.  

 

The basis of the invention is solving the problem with hydrostatic pressure, and fluid 

weight by introducing non-resistive circulation. 

 10 

Increases in circulation volume  

 

A circulation system as illustrated in Figure 2, solves the problem that arises when 

you need to increase flow with a non-resistive circulation. 

 15 

Increasing the circulation volume to an elevated container would increase energy 

consumption.  

Increasing volume by multiplication, will roughly increase the energy usage by the 

same multiplier when transporting fluid to an elevated container. 

 20 

This problem is solved by introducing a plurality of circulation units connected in 

parallel. A non-resistive circulation is performed by a circulation unit, and the 

efficiency gained by this methodology may be multiplied with a plurality of circulation 

units connected in parallel. It would be possible to increase pipe-diameters and get 

similar results, but will limit the maximum elevation limit due to hydrostatic pressure 25 

and the weight of water. Elevated hight may be more vital than pipe-diameters. 

 

This method will introduce increases in flow, in a non-resistive manner. 

 

Increasing elevation 30 

 

An efficient way of creating a non-resistive fluid circulation is illustrated in Figure 3, 

where it is possible to increase elevation to extreme levels. This is done by 

connecting a plurality of circulation units in series.  

 35 

Hydrostatic pressure creates limitations on the elevation, due to limitations on 

materials and equipment when subjected to high pressure.  
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This is normally solved by using high-pressure pumps and high-pressure equipment, 

but this method is a resistive circulation and is inefficient.  

 

By subdividing the pressure-levels into smaller elevations it is possible to obtain a 

non-resistive circulation of fluid from source container 35 to the elevated container 5 

53, shown in Figure 3. 

 

The circulation system shown in Figure 3, solves the problem with fluid circulation at 

extreme elevation, by using a plurality of circulation units connected in series. 

 10 

 Means for Solving the Problems 

 

The objective is achieved according to the invention by an apparatus for circulation 

of fluid to an elevated height as defined in the preamble of claim 1, having the 

features of the characterising portion of claim 1, and a method for circulation of fluids 15 

to an elevated height as defined in the preamble of claim 14, having the features of 

the characterising portion of claim 14. 

 

A number of non-exhaustive embodiments, variants or alternatives of the invention 

are defined by the dependent claims. 20 

 

The present invention attains the above-described objective using a plurality of 

operations with at least one circulation unit to circulate fluid to an elevated height. 

 

Effects of the Invention 25 

 

The technical differences over the traditional circulation methods are that least one 

circulation unit is able to circulate fluid in a non-resistive manner to an elevated 

container, with improved energy efficiency. 

 30 

These effects provide in turn several further advantageous effects: 

• It makes it possible to increase the number of circulation units and thus 

increase circulation flow 

• It makes it possible to dedicate specific circulation units to specific circulation 

tasks 35 

• It makes it possible to dedicate specific circulation units to specific fluids with 

different compositions 
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• it makes it possible to increase the elevated height of the circulation 

containers with improved efficiency 

 

Brief Description of the Drawings 
 5 

The above and further features of the invention are set forth with particularity in the 

appended claims and together with advantages thereof will become clearer from 

consideration of the following detailed description of an exemplary embodiment of 

the invention given with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

 10 

Figure 1 is an illustration of a circulation system for non-resistive circulation of fluid 

from a source container to an elevated container 

Figure 1A is a detailed illustration of a circulation mechanism, enabling circulation in 

a circuit 

Figure 1B is a detailed illustration of an air evacuation device, evacuating unwanted 15 

elements from a circulation system 

Figure 1C is a detailed illustration of a collection of pipes creating a conveyor for fluid 

circulation 

Figure 2 is an illustration of a plurality of non-resistive circulation units connected in 

parallel to increase functionality and enable uninterrupted increased flow  20 

Figure 3 is an illustration of a plurality of non-resistive circulation units connected in 

series to enable increased elevated height 

Figure 4 is an illustration of a variation of a plurality of non-resistive circulation units 

connected in series to enable increased elevated height 

Figure 5 is an illustration of a variation of a non-resistive circulation unit, where the 25 

closed containers are submerged to increase maximum elevation limit 

Figure 6 is an illustration of a variation of a circulation unit, where the circulation 

device, pipes and valves form a circulation function between two closed containers 

 

  30 
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Description of the Reference Signs 

 

The following reference numbers and signs refer to the drawings: 

 

1 An open container 

2 An elevated closed container  

3 An elevated open container  

4 A group of pipes for fluid circulation 

5 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  

6 An output pipe for circulation 

7 An input pipe for circulation 

8 Unused pipe area 

9 An input pipe for circulation 

10 An output pipe for circulation 

11 A circulation mechanism, shown as a motor, a shaft and a propeller 

12 A circulation mechanism 

13 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

14 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

15 Air (air bubbles) in the fluid 

16 An air evacuation mechanism 

17 An open container  

18 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

19 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  

20 A circulation mechanism 

21 An elevated closed container  

22 An air evacuation mechanism 

23 A circulation mechanism 

24 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  

25 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

26 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

27 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  

28 A circulation mechanism 

29 An elevated closed container  

30 An air evacuation mechanism 

31 A circulation mechanism 

32 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  
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33 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

34 An open elevated container  

35 An open container  

36 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

37 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  

38 A circulation mechanism 

39 An elevated closed container  

40 An air evacuation mechanism 

41 A circulation mechanism 

42 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  

43 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

44 An open elevated buffer container  

45 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

46 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  

47 A circulation mechanism 

48 An elevated closed container  

49 An air evacuation mechanism 

50 A circulation mechanism 

51 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  

52 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

53 An open elevated container  

54 An open container  

55 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

56 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  

57 A circulation mechanism 

58 An elevated closed container  

59 An air evacuation mechanism 

60 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

61 A group of pipes for fluid circulation  

62 A circulation mechanism 

63 An elevated closed container  

64 An air evacuation mechanism 

65 A circulation mechanism 

66 A group of pipes for fluid circulation 

67 A start-stop mechanism, shown as a ball valve 

68 An open elevated container  
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69 A variation illustrating a closed container as the fluid source container 

70 A variation illustrating a closed container as the elevated container 

71 A source container 

72 A start-stop mechanism, a conveyor (pipe) and two circulation 

mechanisms forming a variation of a circulation function between two 

containers 

73 An elevated container 
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Detailed Description 
 

Various aspects of the disclosure are described more fully hereinafter with reference 

to the accompanying drawings. This disclosure may, however, be embodied in many 

different forms and should not be construed as limited to any specific structure or 5 

function presented throughout this disclosure. Rather, these aspects are provided so 

that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the scope of 

the disclosure to those skilled in the art. Based on the teachings herein one skilled in 

the art should appreciate that the scope of the disclosure is intended to cover any 

aspect of the disclosure disclosed herein, whether implemented independently of or 10 

combined with any other aspect of the disclosure. For example, an apparatus may 

be implemented or a method may be practiced using any number of the aspects set 

forth herein. In addition, the scope of the disclosure is intended to cover such an 

apparatus or method which is practiced using other structure, functionality, or 

structure and functionality in addition to or other than the various aspects of the 15 

disclosure set forth herein. It should be understood that any aspect of the disclosure 

disclosed herein may be embodied by one or more elements of a claim. 

 

Terminology 

 20 

The exemplary embodiment of this invention is described in connection with the 

terminology to illustrate that numerous alternatives, modifications and equivalents to 

the exemplary embodiments are available. 

 

• Circulation comprises all forms of movement or flow with a continual change 25 

of place among the constituent particles in a matter in a circuit 

• A Circulation Mechanism comprises all forms of mechanisms making 

circulation possible 

• Flow comprises all forms of particles with a continual change of place among 

the constituent particles in a matter along a path 30 

• A Container comprises all methods for containment of matter 

• An elevated container comprises all methods for containment of matter at 

elevated positions above a zero-reference point 

• A Fluid comprises all forms of matter having particles that easily move and 

change their relative position without a separation of the mass  35 

• A start-stop mechanism comprises all forms of mechanisms that prevents or 

allows the passage of matter  
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• A circuit comprises all forms of paths or routes between two or more points in 

space 

• A conveyor comprises all forms circuits for the transportation of matter along a 

circuit 

• Maximum elevation limit, is an elevation limit where fluid in a closed container 5 

starts to flow in a downward movement due to limitations in equipment or 

physical laws  

• A non-resistive circulation comprises circulation where the constituent 

particles in a matter in the circuit is not influenced by gravitational forces 

• A resistive circulation comprises circulation where the constituent particles in 10 

a matter in the circuit is influenced by gravitational forces  

• A circulation unit is referring to the invention and the principles forming the 

basis of the invention in Figure 1 

 

 15 

Principles forming the basis of the invention 

 

The invention will be further described in connection with exemplary embodiments 

which are schematically shown in the drawings. 

 20 

To simplify the exemplary embodiments, water (sea-water) is used as a fluid. 

Similarly, friction forces in the circulation are neglected as resistance in the flow as 

friction-forces are low compared to the gravitational forces. All start-stop 

mechanisms throughout the description are specified as valves (ball-valves), and all 

circulation conveyors are specified as pipes. These mechanisms are most common 25 

in circulation systems, and are schematically shown in the drawings. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates a circulation unit used to circulate fluid from container 1 to the 

closed container 2, when the valve 13 is open, and the valve 14 is closed.  

When the circulation mechanism 11 has replaced the fluid in the container 2 with 30 

fluid from the source container 1, the valve 14 is opened, and the valve 13 is closed. 

The circulation device 12 will replace the content of container 2 with fluid in the 

elevated container 3.  

 

Initially the system is filled with fluid as shown in the illustration and all start-stop 35 

mechanisms 13 and 14 are closed and circulation mechanisms 11 and 12 are 

stopped. In the example shown in Figure 1, the valve 13 and 14 cannot be open at 
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the same time. If valve 13 is opened and valve 14 is closed, the hydraulic system will 

be at rest without flow from container 2 to the source container 1. Similarly, with 

valve 13 closed and valve 14 open, the hydraulic system will be at rest without flow 

from container 2 to the elevated container 3. 

 5 

The hydrostatic pressure created by the container 2 and the pipes 4 will limit the 

maximum elevation due to physical limitations on the equipment and physical laws. 

This limit is specified as the “maximum elevation limit”, where the hydraulic system is 

not at rest, and fluid will start to flow in a downwards movement. This limit will differ 

for different fluids, or in different operating conditions.  10 

 

Figure 1A is a detailed illustration of an axial pump motor 8 and the propeller inside 

the pipe. This circulation mechanism is enabling circulation between container 2 and 

container 1. The circulation replaces fluid in the container 2 with fluid from the open 

container 1 through the input-pipe 9(7) and outputs the fluid through the pipe 10(6). 15 

Similarly, the circulation device 12, will enable circulation in the pipes 5, between 

container 2 and container 3. 

 

If the valve 13 is open, and the circulation mechanism 11 is started the fluid will 

circulate between the open container 1, and the closed container 2. The hydraulic 20 

system was initially at rest, and the circulation mechanism will create a change in 

pressure that is transmitted undiminished to all points in the fluid. Low pressure 

circulation is energy-efficient. 

 

Figure 1B is a detailed illustration of an evacuation device 16 removing 25 

contaminants 15 that may affect the maximum elevation limit. When the evacuation 

device 16 removes contaminants 15, it may replace the contaminants with fluid used 

in the circulation. The evacuation device 16 may separate the inside and the outside 

of the container 2, so that the closed container 2 is forming a closed system.  

 30 

Evacuation devices may be placed in other locations with different purposes, 

depending on what kind of elements is needed to be evacuated from the closed 

container 2. The preferred operation is to evacuate unwanted elements from the fluid 

that influences the circulation in negative ways or reduces the maximum elevation 

limit. In the example shown, the evacuation device 16 is used for evacuation of air 35 

15. 
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Figure 1C is a detailed illustration of a section of the pipe 4 containing two pipes, 

circulation input 7 and circulation output 6. In the example shown, the area 8 in the 

pipes is closed. The hydraulic pressure from the circulation device will be divided 

equally in areas 6, 7 with opposite values. When the valve 13 is open and the valve 

14 is closed, the pipes form a hydraulic circuit at rest, until it is influenced by the 5 

force created by the circulation device 11 in Figure 1A.  

 

If an extra circulation device is introduced in the output pipe 10(6), the area 8 in the 

surrounding pipe 4 may be operated as a differential circuit. If the input pipe 9(7) flow 

is higher or lower than the output pipe 10(6), the difference is handled by the circuit 10 

created by area 8. Any configuration of the pipes is possible as long as the start-stop 

mechanisms are able to open and close the circulation as intended. Collecting the 

pipes as shown in Figure 1C, is easier due to traditional start-stop mechanisms like 

ball-valves.  

 15 

The location of the pipes inside the closed container 2 is depending on the preferred 

fluid for circulation, removal of contaminants etc. In the example shown, where water 

is used as fluid, the extract pipes 5 would be more optimal if they were horizontally 

positioned on the left side of the closed container 2. Then there would not be any 

hydrostatic pressure when the valve 13 is closed and valve 14 is open. The pipes 5 20 

could be as short as possible to create a more optimal circulation.  

 

The location of the closed container 2, may be submerged in the fluid in the elevated 

container 3 (shown in the alternative embodiment in Figure 5, 70). This will simplify 

the evacuation of contaminants or air, and be more optimal with regards to elevation 25 

and circulation. Additionally, the source container could also be a closed container 

as shown in the alternative embodiment in Figure 5, 69. This optimization may 

increase maximum elevated height. But the illustrations are exemplary, and the 

preferred location of pipes and containers, may change if the fluid differs from water, 

or more optimal circulation parameters are needed.  30 

 

Figure 2, 3 and 4 is showing how parallelly and serially connected circulation units 

may be formed. Figure 2 and 3 show the basic circulation unit (Figure 1), connected 

in parallel and in series. Figure 4 is a variation of the serially connected circulation 

units in Figure 3.  35 
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The parallel connected circulation units will increase flow, while the serially 

connected circulation units will increase elevation, in a non-resistive manner without 

reducing the efficiency of the circulation system  

 

Parallelly and serially connected circulation units, may also introduce additional 5 

functionality. They may contain fluids of different compositions, and have different 

locations in the system. 

 

Similarly, containers may represent additional functionality. A plurality of containers 

may represent fluids with different composition. In the exemplary embodiment, the 10 

source container and elevated container are shown as single containers. If they 

represented a plurality of containers and different circulation units was used in 

parallel, the functionality of the system may increase considerably. As an example, if 

contaminants are present in the bottom of one elevated container, a circulation unit 

could be used to remove the contaminants to a separate closed source container. 15 

This is indicating that plurality of functions may be separated by containers and a 

plurality of parallelly and serially connected circulation units. By using elevated buffer 

containers 44 (Figure 3), the functionality may be increased further by introducing a 

plurality of elevated (open or closed) buffer-containers. 

 20 

The valves 13 and 14, are start-stop mechanisms and may be of any form long as 

they are able to close the conveyors (pipes), and close the circulation circuit.  Due to 

air in the fluid or other contaminants influencing hydrostatic pressure, the location 

may as low as possible. Other configurations and embodiments of the number of 

valves and their location may be envisaged if they increase the maximum elevation 25 

limit. The valves could be combined to one start-stop mechanism, with one input in 

container 2, and two outputs in container 1 and 3, so that one input operates one 

output. Two separate valves are used to simplify the illustration and the description 

of the innovation. 

 30 

Again, it is vital that the system is a closed system. If one of the valves 13 and 14 is 

open and the other is closed, the system is closed. If both valves 13 and 14 is open 

at the same time, the system is open, and the fluid will start to flow from the elevated 

container 3 down to the source container 1. To maintain a hydraulic system at rest, 

electronic monitoring and control may be implemented. Start-stop mechanisms, 35 

circulation mechanisms and evacuation mechanisms may be controlled and 

monitored electronically. Additionally, sensors to monitor flow in the pipes (4 and 5), 



 

 
15 

and contaminants in the containers (1, 2 and 3) may be implemented to monitor and 

control the sequences of the circulation units, so that the maximum elevation limit is 

not affected. The electronic control system must be able to monitor if the system is a 

closed hydraulic system, to allow a non-resistive circulation and prevent downward 

flow. 5 

 

Although the foregoing embodiments have been described in some detail for 

purposes of clarity of understanding, the invention is not limited to the details 

provided. There are many alternative ways of implementing the invention. The 

disclosed embodiments are illustrative and not restrictive. 10 
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Best Modes of Carrying Out the Invention 

 

Best mode of operation for a basic circulation unit: 

 

Figure 1 illustrates a non-resistive circulation of fluid from the source container 1 to 5 

an elevated container 3.  

 

Prior to operation container 2 and pipes 4 and 5 must be filled with fluid. This may be 

done by the air evacuation device 16, either by means of a vacuum or a combination 

of water injection and evacuation through pumping or circulation. All valves are 10 

closed and circulation devices are stopped, prior to the operation.  

 

Initially, the valve 13 opens, and the water inside the container 2 and the hydrostatic 

pressure created by the fluid in the pipes 4 will not allow any flow from the container 

2 into the source container 1. This gives us a hydraulic system at rest, where there is 15 

no flow from container 2 to the source container 1. Pascal’s law specifies that a 

change in pressure at any point in an enclosed fluid at rest is transmitted 

undiminished to all points in the fluid. 

 

The circulation unit shown in Figure 1 may be grouped in circulation circuits for 20 

simplification: 

 

• Supply 1, containing the valve 13, the pipes 4 and the circulation device 11 

• Extract 1, containing the circulation device 12, the pipes 5 and the valve 14 

 25 

The circuit is closed when the circulation device is stopped and the valve is closed, 

and the circuit is open when the circulation device is started and the valve is open. 

The Supply unit cannot circulate at the same time as an Extract unit, so that the 

closed container 2 is forming a closed system. 

 30 

Circulation from the source container 1 to the elevated container 3 is performed by 

open the Supply unit, and closing the Extract unit. After an optimal circulation, the 

Supply unit will close and the Extract unit will open. After an optimal circulation the 

fluid in the elevated container 3 have been replaced by fluid from the closed 

container 2. 35 
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If evacuation of unwanted elements in the container 2 is needed, both Supply and 

Extract is closed until the evacuation is finished. 

 

The flow in the circulation between the source container 1 and the elevated container 

3 is not continuous. The Extract and Supply cannot operate at the same time.  5 

 

The mechanisms described provides fluid circulation in a non-resistive manner to an 

elevated height. Energy is only used for circulation, and the resistive motion through 

the pipes. 

 10 

 

 

 

 

 15 
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Best mode of operation based on a plurality of parallelly connected circulation 

units: 

 

Figure 2 illustrates how a variation of the invention may increase circulation flow by 

combining several circulation units (from Figure 1) in parallel. 5 

 

The system shown may be grouped in circulation circuits for simplification: 

 

• Supply 1, containing the valve 18, the pipes 19 and the circulation device 20 

• Extract 1, containing the circulation device 23, the pipes 24 and the valve 25 10 

• Supply 2, containing the valve 26, the pipes 27 and the circulation device 28 

• Extract 2, containing the circulation device 31, the pipes 32 and the valve 33 

 

A Supply circuit cannot circulate at the same time as an Extract circuit 

 15 

• System 1, is containing Supply 1 and Extract 2 

• System 2, is containing Supply 2 and Extract 1 

 

The circuit is closed when the circulation device is stopped and the valve is closed, 

and the circuit is open when the circulation device is started and the valve is open. 20 

The Supply unit cannot circulate at the same time as an Extract unit on the same 

circulation unit, so that the closed containers 21 and 29 are forming a closed system. 

 

To obtain circulation from the source container 17 to the elevated container 34, the 

parallel operation will create a continuous flow if the elements in System 1 are open, 25 

while the elements in System 2 are closed. Similarly, when the elements in System 1 

are closed and elements in System 2 are open. 

 

Circulation may represent a dilution of fluids with different purities, and parallelly 

connected circulation units will spread this effect parallelly. 30 

 

Adding multiple units in parallel will create uninterrupted increase in flow, in a non-

resistive manner. Parallel operations may separate functionalities for each system, if 

the location, content and purpose of each unit changes. 

  35 
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Best mode of operation based on a plurality of serially connected circulation 

units: 

 

Figure 3 illustrates a variation of the invention that increases elevation by combining 

several circulation units in series. 5 

 

Hydrostatic pressure is a function of the height between the source container and the 

elevated container. A system of serially connected units will solve any unnecessary 

increases in hydrostatic pressure. Each serially connected unit will operate below the 

maximum elevated height. 10 

 

The system may be grouped in circuits for simplification: 

 

• Supply 1, containing the valve 36, the pipes 37 and the circulation device 38. 

• Extract 1, containing the circulation device 41, the pipes 42 and the valve 43. 15 

• Supply 2, containing the valve 45, the pipes 46 and the circulation device 47. 

• Extract 2, containing the circulation device 50, the pipes 51 and the valve 52. 

 

The circuit is closed when the circulation device is stopped and the valve is closed, 

and the circuit is open when the circulation device is started and the valve is open. 20 

The Supply unit cannot circulate at the same time as an Extract unit on the same 

circulation unit, so that the closed containers 39 and 48 are forming a closed system. 

 

The circulation units are connected to an open buffer container 44, and may operate 

separately. The flow of a serially connected system will be interrupted by the start-25 

stop mechanisms. 

 

Circulation may represent a dilution of fluids with different purities. Serially connected 

circulation units will spread this effect serially. 

 30 

The configuration will remove problems with high hydrostatic pressure at high 

elevations. Each serially connected circulation unit will circulate in a non-resistive 

manner.  
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Best mode of operation based on a plurality of serially connected circulation 

units without open buffer containers: 

 

Figure 4 illustrates a variation of the invention that increases elevation by combining 

several circulation units in series. 5 

The illustration shows that the circulation in one container is depending on the 

preceding container. 

 

This variation will not need open elevated containers, but each unit is depending on 

the valve in the succeeding container.  10 

The succeeding valve must be closed for the preceding unit to operate properly. 

 

The system may be grouped in circuits for simplification: 

 

• Supply 1, containing the valve 55, the pipes 56 and the circulation device 57.  15 

• Supply 2, containing the valve 60, the pipes 61 and the circulation device 62.  

• Extract 1, containing the circulation device 65, the pipes 66 and the valve 67 

 

The Supply 1 is replacing the fluid in the container 58, with fluid from the source 

container 54. Supply 2 is closed during this operation. 20 

When Supply 1 is closed, Supply 2 is open and is mixing the fluid in the container 63 

with the fluid in container 58. The Extract 1 is stopped during this operation.  

The last operation is performed when Supply 2 is stopped, and both Supply 1 and 

Extract 1 may circulate. 

Extract 1 is circulating the content of container 63 with the elevated container 68. 25 

 

Circulation may represent dilution of fluids with different purities. Serially connected 

circulation units will spread this effect serially.  

 

The variation does not need elevated open buffer containers, and multiple units may 30 

be designed in a serially connected string for fluid circulation to extreme elevated 

heights. 
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Best mode of operation based on a plurality of serially and parallelly 

connected circulation units: 

 

The invention is shown in different embodiments, where the basic unit illustrated by 

Figure 1, is connected as a plurality of units in series or in parallel in Figure 2, 3 and 5 

4. 

 

A plurality of parallelly and serially connected circulation units, connected by a 

plurality of containers, are not shown in the illustrations but may be constructed to 

optimize the functionality further.  10 

In mathematics, serially and parallelly connected devices introduces Boolean 

algebra, and a plurality of parallelly and serially connected devices may create 

functions that produces optimal non-resistive circulation to elevated containers in any 

way or form. 

 15 

The complexity of operating parallelly and serially circulation units will introduce 

some form of control system and electronically controlled start-stop sequences. A 

control system, may monitor the system so that the elevated container stays below 

maximum elevation limit, to prevent downwards flow from the elevated container to 

the source container.  20 

 

The best mode of operation for such a system is similar to the serially and parallelly 

connected units, but where the functionality is multiplied in a computer-controlled 

system. 

 25 
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Solving how to perform a non-resistive circulation at elevated height  

 
It has been shown in the exemplary embodiments, that by using principles to 
establish a hydraulic system at rest and introduce non-resistive circulation, it is 
possible to circulate of fluids to elevated positions with high efficiency. 5 
 
The invention is depending on a sequential control of start-stop mechanisms and 
circulation mechanisms, so that the system forms a closed system for a non-resistive 
circulation. 

 10 

Solving how to create an uninterrupted increase in flow  

 

It has been shown in the example, that by connecting non-resistive circulation units 
in parallel, we have been able to create a non-resistive and non-interrupted increase 
in flow. 15 

 

This may solve problems where increases in volume will increase energy 
consumption linearly, relative to the volume of the fluid. 

 

Solving increases in elevation 20 

 

It has been shown that by connecting multiple circulation units in series, the 
elevation may be multiplied with high efficiency.   
 
This may solve problems where increases in height will increase energy 25 
consumption linearly, relative to the elevated height. 
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Alternative Embodiments 

A number of variations may be envisaged. 

 

It is envisaged in Figure 5 that the circulation units are submerged in the source 

container and the elevated container. This creates a closed source container and a 5 

closed elevated container, increasing the elevated height limit for the system. This 

may be advantageous both for small inexpensive systems and systems where it is 

possible to reduce the number of serially coupled buffer containers to achieve very 

high elevations with high energy efficiency. 

 10 

Another variation of the invention is illustrated in Figure 6, where circulation units are 

connected in series, but without open elevated circulation containers. A serially 

coupled variation is a cost-efficient variation for circulation to higher elevation. 

 

It is also envisaged in Figure 6 that the start-stop mechanism, circulation mechanism 15 

and conveyors are combined to form a transfer function for the circulation between 

two containers. These may be multiple stacked units so that they form a pipe of 

containers with transfer functions in between. This is a variation of the serially 

coupled circulation unit shown in Figure 4. 

 20 

It is also envisaged that the parallelly and serially connected units may form a 

plurality of parallelly and serially coupled circulation units, with a plurality of 

containers. A multitude of parallelly and serially coupled circulation units will in 

combination create optimal circulation so that the impurities (concentrations) of fluids 

in different containers will be calculated according to the specified functionality of the 25 

total circulation system. In a configuration with multiple circulation units, it may also 

be envisaged that some circulation unis may circulate fluids with different 

compositions and with a different purpose than other circulation units. 

 

  30 
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Industrial Applicability 

 

The invention according to the application finds use in non-resistive circulation in 

containers at elevated heights, using particularly energy efficient circulation units. 

 5 

Fish-farming on land and elevated greenhouses are applications that predominantly 

need energy efficient circulation at elevated heights.  

 

The invention will have many other applications for replacement of fluid in tanks at 

elevated heights, where the fluid is contaminated or diluted over time, and may be 10 

replaced through circulation. 

 

 

 

 15 

 

 

 


